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Introduction
This was the first sitting of the Economics B 9EB02 Advanced Paper 2: Competing in the
global economy. The paper is split into three sections. Section A consists of three data
extracts and then eight questions based upon these extracts. Section B consists of one data
extract and one twenty mark essay question. Section C consists of two data extracts and one
twenty mark question. Candidates have to answer all questions in the two hour time period.
There was a wide variation in performance on the paper, both within the Sections and
across the paper as a whole. There were clearly many candidates who had thoroughly
prepared for the examination by completing the sample assessment materials and engaging
with the specific conceptual and theoretical demands of the specification. There were also
those who relied far more on their everyday knowledge and received opinions to answer
questions that demanded a good grasp of concepts and theories from within Economics
and Business Studies. Overall, the former candidates performed far better than the latter on
this paper.
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Question 1 (a)
The paper begins with a straightforward calculation of the balance of trade in goods, with
the data taken from Extract A. It is worth remembering that 20% of the marks for the
paper derive from quantitative skills. For a description of these please refer to the 9EB0
specification. Although the calculation was a subtraction, producing a negative number,
there were many basic errors. The most common error was to produce the balance of trade
in goods and services. Another common error was to perform the incorrect calculation,
producing a positive balance of trade in goods. There were also a fair number of candidates
who failed to specify that the answer given was in millions of UK pounds. They were
awarded three marks but did not produce the correct answer.
Here we have an accurate and efficient response to the item. The correct calculation is
shown, with data taken from Extract A. The correct answer is also given in millions of
pounds. Time saved on this question can be re-allocated to other items.

Examiner Comments

Correct answer given using data from
Extract A, negative number and in
millions of UK pounds.

Examiner Tip

Read the question carefully. In this
case the balance of trade in goods was
requested and no other calculation
was required. If it is useful, highlight
the key words in the question. It is easy
to miss a crucial word or phrase in the
pressure of an examination.
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Question 1 (b)
This item was intended to test candidate understanding of economies of scale, the long-run
impact of the increasing size of the cargo ships upon average costs for firms. It also tested
the ability of the candidate to apply this understanding to the case study material. There
was one knowledge/understanding mark for identifying a benefit, two application marks for
reference to the context and one analysis mark for further development.
This response is typical, covering all of the marking points. The benefit is identified in the
first sentence and then reference is made to the case study in the next two sentences. There
is clear application here as the size of the shops, number of journeys and fuel use is all
mentioned. The response then suggests how this may make the firm more profitable.

Examiner Tip
Examiner Comments

One knowledge/understanding marks for
the first sentence. Then two application
marks for the following three sentences.
There is then analysis in the final sentence
where the possible consequence for the
firm is suggested.

While there are no marks for
definitions as such, it is important
that accurate knowledge and
understanding is there to support
application and analysis. In this case,
if a candidate did not understand
economies of scale it is unlikely they
would achieve more than one mark for
this question.
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Question 1 (c)
This question was intended to assess understanding of the characteristics of developed
(mature) economies, specifically in the context of the UK balance of trade in services. The
question indicated that data from Extract A had to be used in the response. The majority
of candidates were able to refer to the surplus in service exports in their response. Few
candidates actively used the data by, for example, calculating the size of the surplus. It was
also expected that candidates would develop the response for the analysis mark, suggesting
a reason for, or consequence of, this specialisation in services.
If numerical data is provided and referenced in the question, then it is a good idea to use
this data in a calculation of some kind in the response. The following example does this well,
calculating the surplus from the data provided. There is also some good development of the
explanation here and it is specific to the UK context.
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Examiner Comments

Two application marks for the
calculation of the trade surplus in
services and comparison to the
deficit in goods. One knowledge/
understanding mark for identifying
that the UK specialises in the service
sector. One analysis mark for a
development of the explanation with
a reason for and consequence of this
specialisation.

Examiner Tip

Use previous papers and the sample
assessment materials to become
familiar with how marks are awarded
on these points-based questions. Use
this familiarity to inform the written
response so that all marking points are
covered. If a question asks you to use
data from an Extract, make sure that
you use it.
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Question 1 (d)
This question was intended to assess understanding of market research in the context of
the frozen yoghurt from Angelberry. A surprising number of responses seemed to confuse
market research with research and development (R&D), often making this explicit in the
first sentence by discussing the benefits of R&D. Extract B makes a number of references to
the lessons learned in the study of the USA market, as well as stating that it is important to
choose the right market and know how to sell in that market.
There were six mark available here, two for knowledge/understanding of why market
research might be important. Two application marks for development in the context of the
frozen yoghurt market. Two analysis marks for reasons, causes and consequences of this
market research. Common mistakes here were for candidates to produce generic responses
with no reference to the context. In some cases, a generic discussion of the benefits of
primary and secondary research was presented without any reference to the case study.
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Examiner Comments

This is a good response covering all marking
points. The response identifies why market
research is required. There is good reference
to the specific context and the demands
of the frozen yoghurt market. There is a
good understanding of the reasons for and
consequences of conducting market research.
The crucial observation to emerge out of the
case study being that Angelberry are seeking
markets where demand is not seasonal.

Examiner Tip

For six mark questions it is a good
idea to plan a response, perhaps just
with single words. Think about how
the marks can be achieved and what
is required before starting to write the
response. This helps to make sure that
the question set is being answered.
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Question 1 (e)
This question was not generally done very well and suggested a gap in knowledge and
understanding of basic macroeconomics. Responses ranged from those where no diagram
was produced, a normal supply and demand diagram presented, to accurate AD/AS
diagrams well explained and used in evaluation. The question asks about increasing 'net
exports' and the impact on 'the UK economy'. It does not ask about the demand for specific
goods or services. When AD/AS diagrams are drawn, it is important that they are labelled
accurately or else they do not really represent the economy as a whole. The Y axis, for
example, should show 'the average price level' and the x axis 'real GDP'.
The response presented here achieved full marks and does so because it answers the
question, using an appropriate, accurate diagram. There is a discussion of the likely
economic impact and the response is not one-sided. It demonstrates an awareness of
competing arguments.
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Examiner Comments

Accurate knowledge and
understanding demonstrated by the
diagram and associated explanation.
This is supported throughout by use of
relevant evidence which is well chosen.
Arguments are developed, using
logical, coherent chains of reasoning.
There is also a balanced awareness of
competing arguments with a particular
focus on the increase in the average
price level.

Examiner Tip

Practice drawing AD/AS to represent
changes in one or more of the
components of AD. Also, practice
explaining what the diagram shows in
terms of inflation and growth.
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Question 1 (f)
This question was intended to test understanding of developing economies and emerging
markets for goods and services, in the context of the frozen yoghurt market. What was
surprising was that while many responses discussed the possible benefits of low costs, not
as many talked about rising incomes and the likely YED for frozen yoghurt. Many responses
took a generalised approach to answering this question and the (hot) weather appeared
many times, as did references to lower labour costs. Common errors were to focus on the
impacts upon the developing economies themselves and rather than Angelberry. Indeed,
some candidates seemed to have totally misread the question and considered developed
rather than developing economies.
There were very few full mark responses to this question as, while there was often accurate
knowledge and understanding, supported by the use of relevant evidence there was rarely
a balanced awareness of the validity and significance of competing arguments. The
response included here is fairly typical of a low Level 4 response.
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Examiner Comments

Accurate knowledge and
understanding, supported throughout
by use of relevant evidence which
is well chosen with reference to the
UAE. There are some logical, coherent
chains of reasoning, showing a
reasonable understanding of the
question. Arguments are developed
and there is some effort to evaluate
these arguments.

Examiner Tip

With these Levelled questions, it is
a good idea to read through your
response and try and decide if the
examiner could determine the
question set from reading the essay.
If this is not the case, then it is unlikely
that the question has been fully
answered. The 'assess' command word
requires a full and balanced awareness
of the validity and significance of
competing arguments.
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Question 1 (g)
This question was intended to test understanding of the likely impact of capital investment
on a local economy. Again, there were lots of opportunities to gain high Level 3 marks here,
provided the answer focused on the local economy rather than the national economy. As
with many of the longer levels based questions, there was a tendency to make unsupported
assertions or offer lots of unexplained points, rather than following through coherent chains
of reasoning which led to many Level 3 or even Level 2 scores. Quality of arguments rather
than quantity is far more important with these questions. There was a common tendency to
focus on the national economy, and quite a few responses seemed to focus on the impact
on the firm(s) and their competitiveness without making the necessary link to the local
economy.
The response included here is an example of a low Level 4 response and does make a
reasonable effort to answer the question.
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Examiner Comments

There is accurate knowledge and understanding,
supported by use of relevant evidence which is
well chosen. There are logical, coherent chains of
reasoning, showing good understanding of the
question. Arguments are developed and some are
evaluated. There is an awareness of the validity and
significance of competing arguments.

Examiner Tip

As stated previously, it is worth
highlighting or underlining key words
in the question. It is also worthwhile
creating a brief plan for the essay
before starting to write the response.
GCE Economics B 9EB0 02
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Question 1 (h)
With this question, most responses correctly identified what fiscal policy is. It was surprising
that there were a large number of responses where it was asserted that lowering income
tax would mean fewer imports would be purchased and consumers turn to UK goods at
a higher price. Tariffs (and quotas) came up rather a lot, given the specific demands of the
question. Better answers focused on contractionary fiscal policy and it was more likely
that coherent chain of reasoning would be present. Some candidates had clearly revised
monetary and supply-side policies and either stated that fiscal policy would not work and
therefore these other policies should be used. This did not really answer the question and
such responses were unlikely to achieve much beyond Level 2.
The response included here is a typical example of a high Level 3 response and is fairly
representative of a large number of essays.
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Examiner Comments

There is some accurate knowledge and
understanding, supported by use of
relevant evidence. The are some clear
chains of reasoning, with arguments
that are quite well developed. There
is an awareness of the significance of
competing arguments, although this
lacks balance. For Level 4 to have been
awarded, there would have needed
to be evidence of an awareness of the
validity of the competing arguments.

Examiner Tip

Candidates are advised to study
macroeconomic data and read around
analysis of such data. When you go
shopping, look at the goods you buy
and find out where they have been
made. Become aware of the supply
chain for the goods you buy.
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Question 2
There were some very good Level 4 responses to this question that really did address the
key issues, which was pleasing. Some responses just went through the data and remained
purely descriptive, and thus did not really answer the question. Quite a few candidates
seemed to be unaware that per capita did mean that the size of population had been taken
into account which led to some incorrect conclusions about the worth of the figure when
comparing UK and China, for example. Another common error was on the GINI figure which
was occasionally misunderstood and incorrectly applied. Nevertheless, there were a large
number of Level 3 and some Level 4 responses, using data correctly and providing some
valid arguments.
The response here is very strong and was awarded mid-Level 4.
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Examiner Comments

There is accurate knowledge and
understanding, supported throughout
by use of relevant evidence which
is well chosen and fully integrated
to support the argument. There are
quite well developed and logical
chains of reasoning, showing a good
grasp of the specific demands of the
question. Arguments are generally
fully developed and evaluated. There
is also an awareness of the validity and
significance of competing arguments,
balanced comparisons, judgements
and a conclusion.

Examiner Tip

Make sure that you use as much of
the data provided as is possible and
relevant. In this case, there were three
indicators provided and to achieve
a high Level, it was expected that
responses would make comparisons
between all three of the indicators
rather than just one or two.
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Question 3
The final question was not answered as well as the previous one. Often responses to this
question were confused and did not really use the case study material effectively. Virtually
all responses focused on Marine Harvest and many seemed to misunderstand the Extracts.
For example, one response talked about 'Norway moving to Scotland'. There were many
theoretical, generic answers looking at the impact of tariffs, quotas and embargoes on
Marine Harvest, usually qualified by the assertion that they operate in 22 countries so would
not really be affected. Many responses also focused on countries rather than MNCs and
many seemed responses seemed to miss the point of the question which was about the
impact of trade restriction upon MNCs.
The response here is typical of a high Level 3 response. There were very few Level 4
responses to this question.
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Examiner Comments

There is accurate knowledge and understanding, supported by use
of some relevant evidence. There are developed chains of reasoning,
showing some understanding of connections between causes and
consequences. Arguments are developed and partially evaluated.
An awareness of the significance of competing arguments is present
although this does lack balance. A conclusion is attempted but
does not really show awareness of the significance and validity of
competing arguments.

Examiner Tip

Think about how to write a balanced conclusion. Base
a conclusion upon your previous analysis and evaluation.
There may not be a single, 'correct' final conclusion.
Perhaps more data may be needed or the time period in
question may be too short. In any case, do not conclude
an essay with simple, unsupported assertions. Read essays
published in magazines and journals and take note of how
conclusions are constructed in such articles.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice::
•

Candidates need to learn basic definitions and techniques. A good example of this
is the use of an aggregate demand and aggregate supply diagrams to analyse a
context. A successful response to item 1(e) on this paper, for example, required both
an understanding of the components of aggregate demand, as well as an ability
to represent diagrammatically the impact of changes in one of the components of
aggregate demand upon the macro economy. A surprising number of candidates did not
seem to understand aggregate demand and aggregate supply and even more appeared
not to have learned how to draw and label an accurate aggregate supply and demand
diagram.

•

It is important that candidates are familiar with the command words for the Advanced
Level papers. If the question asks for the use of a specific data item, or extract, then
this must be used in the response. Item 1(c), for example, asked candidates to use data
from Extract A. There were many generic responses to this question which made no
reference to Extract A and therefore achieved, at best, two marks out of a possible four.
If a question asks the candidate to 'discuss', 'assess' or 'evaluate', then an awareness
of competing arguments must be demonstrated for higher levels to be attained.
Alternatively, if the command words 'explain' or 'analyse' are used then a coherent chain
of reasoning is expected but not an awareness of competing arguments.

•

Where possible, candidates are encouraged to use the data provided in their responses.
In the case of the essay questions, these can be supported by candidates' own examples
arising from their study of the subject over the previous two years. However, if a
question asks for a response relating to a specific firm, then it is expected that the
answer will do just this. Item 1(f), for example, asked about Angelberry's decision to
focus upon developing economies. This therefore required a discussion of the frozen
yoghurt firm and not the car industry, or even the burger industry. If other examples are
used to illustrate a point then the links to the question must be made explicit.

•

Where a calculation is required, always show your working out. This can then mean
that marks are awarded for the process even if the incorrect final answer is given. Also
remember that the negative value of numbers can sometimes be very important in
Economics.

•

The space provided in the examination booklet is intended to guide candidates as
to the suggested length of the response, given the number of marks allocated to the
question. There were many examples of candidates having to leave a twelve mark or,
in some cases, a twenty mark question blank because they had clearly run out of time.
As a general rule, given the reading time required, it is probably best to think of the
examination as requiring 'a mark a minute' over the two hours.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on
this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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